
Does your email inbox overwhelm you? Does your to-do list, whatever it is, 
stress you out? Did you ever wake up in the middle of the night, in a panic, 
because another really important issue completely slipped your mind?  If so 
- you’re not alone!

The speed of “work” has changed! Yet most highly-productive people still 
use, now horribly inefficient, personal systems that served them a world ago. 

What got you where you are - will no longer get you where you want to be 
(fast enough...).

Stop ignoring the COSTS you’ve been paying for your productivity! Chris’ 
Efficiency Game Changer seminar is the new operating system you need.

This event has one very focused result in mind:

CONTACT CHRIS!  P  619.520.3502   E  chris@roadmaptofreedom.com   W  www.roadmaptofreedom.com

YOUR ROADMAP TO MORE EFFICIENCY — GUARANTEED!

HERE’S YOUR ROADMAP TO:
Get and keep your email inbox at zero

  (and yes… it IS possible…)

Develop a role-based to-do list that motivates  
  (versus overwhelms) you

Learn to balance control and higher-level perspective

Clarify & prioritize your work even in a land  
of rushed ambiguity

Know when to say "NO" and...  actually feel good about it

Leverage the latest tech to keep your game mobile

And oh yeah… you DO have a personal life… live it!
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WHO IS

CHRIS MCINTYRE?

Chris McIntyre is a peak-performance 
expert, motivational speaker and author of 
the new business leadership book, The 
Roadmap to Freedom. Chris has been 
featured in The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 
Success as a Professional Speaker, Fox 
News, Entrepreneur Magazine, and has 
earned the National Speaker’s Association’s 
Certified Speaking Professional Credential 
- a designation held by less than 10 percent 
of speakers globally. Chris has spoken to 
over 100,000 business leaders in 48 US 
States, and internationally in Saudi Arabia, 
India, Dubai, Canada and the UK.

do you
want A 15-30% INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY?

FIND YOU A 15-30% INCREASE
IN PERSONAL EFFICIENCY!




